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elements that aceount for their)character and unity are:' a commitment
to academic values, distingdished faculties, and considerable
resource bases and resource flows. Research universities have been
classified by different criteria, including those of the Carnegie
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undergraduate teaching. Undergraduate teaching and research at..28
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IN values and resources. CuFrent finances at the schools and
undergraduate education are also discussed. (SW)
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RESEA011 UNIVERSITIES

'Roger L. Geiger
Tale University

June. 1984

The research universities form the,b4est known Portion of the

American system of higher education, and yet as a group they are

probably the least studied. When, they are discussed, itlie

usually in connectionwit,h.research policy rather than

.undergraduate education. They nevertheless occupy a,

strategically vital position in.this area, if for no other'reas.on

thanAecausethey pk&skis the most coveted places for college

study' and because tge"ducate the- country's most gifted

students. Clearly their role in undergraduate education deserves

attention. Pirst, howevef, one-must grasp the 'nature of these

diverse and multifaceted institutions.

. The research uni/ersities are the mosiicompartmentaLicei of
ft 4

institutions in American higher edudation. Thq nndergradukte

college(s) sometimes contains less than half of eurolments,%and.

in most cases vou.ld account for a minor poition of1tbe budget.

Many of them possess massive, virtually autonomous hospital-
. , . i

medical school complexes, usually on their own separate campuses;

the Land-Grant research universities do extensive agricultural

4147elopmeAt work at various locations; many large research

laboratories are almost wholly supported by federal fund's and-
,

," 'quite remote.from any university teaching; and, almost all

t

research universities contain various professional odbools, each

with its own distinctive orientation. stol, i,n the .true

research university'the spirit Of basic-research penetrates,into %
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the academic departments and s an active presence in the life of
. .

the institution.

The fesearchnuiversities axeknowp above all for research,

naturally, and graduate education. Behind theie

' however, lie three elements that account for their character and

theft. unity. First; theythaVe deep and inatcapable commitmepts

to .academic values. This.ii,no.mere truism. As

compartmentalitedjustitutins the research universities have to
.

harmonize commitmentsto a large number of.valtie sets, not all of

.

which aie'easily compatible. with the norms wi academic inquiry.
. . .. . _

.... .

Nevertheless, the predominaiCe of academic values 412-matters

concerning faculty, graduate educationcurriciaa, an d of coarse

research is the hallmark'of a 'resear'ch university,

Second, these institutions possess faculties that are
,

distinguished t
.

a $veryif the eyes.ortheir peer. very retiarch
. . .

a

university obviously cannot excel in every ddpartment,\.but Peer--
. .

rated esteem is a paramount consideration, in decitions concerning,

the hiring, promotion and compensation of- faculty.
.

'Third, sustaining a high volute Of.acadeinic4research-requires

considerable resource bate and reso.ntiiilow. The research

...4

uu ersities are ;among the wealthiest inqiitutions of higher
. ,

, .

educati!on--and they need to be. *The, annual income for research

0)

that is largely derived from'extenal sources has to be hacked up
.

byObigh overhead expenditures for a distinguisAhedfaculty and a

large base of research .capital embedded.. .librarles,

laboratories and oth r facilitiess Each of these points requires
4

elaboration, but fir t' it should be e-detirMined vbich i seit;tions .

Fulfill. 'these criteria.' ;

2.
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The Carnegie Classification of American colleges and

universities designated a! Aesearch I Universities the 50
.

.

institutions that received the largest amounts of federal:

rttearch funds and trained the most future researchers. The next

50 institution, by thouse same criteria were-dubbed Research II

Universities. NCRANS, using somevhat more restrictive criteria,,

/A

uses a*cate ory of 73 Mijcor Doctoral/Research Universities. In

either case, it should be evident that so large A number of '
(

, \
universities could not all meet the criteria just gii,hn. ?Or

conceptual purposes, theie socalled "researcheunPversities might
4.

be separated into three groups--one veil defined and the 6ther

. tyo somewhat impressionistic.

t ....*

At the peak of the, research university hieritcby I have

identified twenty institutions which' largely fulfill be criteria

just given and whichtcan reliably be taken to this

type. (Geiger, forthcoming Since both total volume of.

research and commitment to excellence are important for defining

research universities,.I, have combined the rank order ,lists of

urversities on both these critetia. .Below are the sixteen

institutions that had the largest expenditures for research-and

development du'ring FT 1980.(I48.10, 1981); ,opposite' ,them are tb
seventeen institutions (because,of the tie for sixteenth place)

that were rated to have the highest overall faculty quality in

the recent Asaessment of ResearchDoctorate Programs in the

pnited State, (1982l (Webster, 1983):

3'.
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Rank R&D Expenditures -, Faculty Quality Rank
.4

...

1: N.I.T lig Berkeley. I.
.

2. . Viscamiin Stenford. * 2....,

3. Harvard
.

.
CO San Diego 3.

, .
'4. Kennesota

k

tale 4.
1 I

Stanford 1 M.I.T.., 5. rd
A

6.. Washington ,

A Prime ton r 6.

i
, 1 7. ChicagoMichigan : 7.

..

t.

.8.. Cornell

9. Columbia

10. Harvard

Penn

124. . VC Berkeley

13. BOLA

14. Illinois

15. Johns Hopkins

16. Texas

(See Appendix: Tables 1 & 2)

Michigan

Wisconsin

UCLA

Columbia

Cornell

Illinois

Penia

Caltech

Minneiota

Texas

4****ir*************************

8.

9.

10,

16.
4

. It would be difficult to argue that any of these institutions do
t

not belong -in the top twenty, although a reasonable case could be

made that several other schools are equally deserving of the last

two or three spots. Nevertheless, this list is prectical and

sufficient for the purpose at band, and will consequently be used

for the rest of this paper as thereference for lbe discussion. of

N./

research universities. These universities, moreover, generatly

act as the spokesmen for research u

it

iversities (Research1'
4

446
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Universities and the National Interest, 1974): They are also

diverse enough to represent the -gamut of possibilities.for this.
mpecies.. Still, it is. important to 'note what icbeing left out.-

*OP,
4'

A seconUtier 'resea rch universities can be 'distifigutsMed
A .

that'are gsneially smal leri less preAtttgious in terms of national,
. .

rankings, and less involved with high-dollar, Bigli,cience

research. This tier would incltide well- endowed .private .

..
uni,versities like Brown, Carnegie-Mellon, Case-Westerl iesorve,

f"

- the Claremont 'Croup, Duke- Emory, Rice, Rocbester, Northwestern,

Vanderbilt and Waihington University; 'as'eell as-such state

universities as North Carolina, Virginia and Indiana. These
.

, insitutions largely share the academic values of the first
..

,

group,,' and they of hare-impressive lev,,els of rsourof

relative to their more tel_ctlixo nommilmaAl ..__Titeir SMAIIII

departments, and graduate programs, however, o not receive
. ,. .

V ffidient recognition to place near the top in national quality
.4.- % .

rankings. These institution.. migh -be designated as regional
. . ...

. % .
research unitersities:, they ,are - highly regarded in heir ..
rerpectiyi regions, and thus play an important role in research

and gradu te educatio n.

A t. rd group of research un.iversktier (but not necessari

third or Apwer tier) consists ,of flatship state

"i'vergit"eb" 1"-Gr il""imsii.i.e""""'"ivat'e
universities that nniertake large amounts of'researchbut also

hive obligations for subptanfial amounts of undergraduate-
s

teaching. Their intake of stodentoands to he relat,iyely-

unselnctire, and preprofesmionai degieeprograms often have

1.4
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.

larger enrolments'then academic-ones. Usually i considerable
e
propo.rtion of rleir research expenditures bre sequestered if the

. .

medical ilabol nr. devoted to agr icultural stational Aiadamic ,

.
- - ,.

. . . ....L..

values pre.generully _present In these universities, and sometimes

prominently so; b t they tend to be diluted by other iipertailt

mjiinstitutional i eratives.. These multiple purposes cinproduce
...... ,.. _- .. - .

. 4
..

some noticeable intongrAitias. Texts A&M;.'for stamp le, has 'a

large-and growing R&D budget and a desire-to make a mark in Big

Science physkcsvesearch, butat the sale time clings proudly to
-

non - intellectual attitudezid patterns of behavior known as the

Attie spirit. On the Whole, these institutions tend to rank more

highly on measure's ofwresearch volume` than. they do on those 'of

faculty,quality. The values and attitudes thit inform research

have a covparatively small impact on undergraduate education:

V and Div 't

Research and.,gradnate education-are the tasks that unite the
4

research universities as a group, Indeed, these have been,the

principal interests of the Asaociation of American Vniversities4
. -

:which has represented th'e'research universities since the

beginning of.ithis'century (Geiger, forthcoming a). .ThiNr
i . .

t4cRing roles, and particularly their undergraduate teaching .

roles, on the other hand, are the most obviois characteristic by
e

which theyykiffer. The twenty schools .considered bete, in fact,
./ . .

1 .

include hothsthe largest single-.6ampus university in the country

(Minnesota) aad.the'moit selective one (Caltech). This duality
. .

between research and undergraduate teaching corresponds with the

.

cross-cutting l f disciplines and institutions that Burton Clink
.

.
,

has c led the,"master-matr, ix of higher education"; "higher
\\

6
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education needs disciplines to concentrate on research and_
w

c..
1 (s

scholarship, and it needs universities and colleges to concentrate

on teaching anddissemination"'(Clark, 1984). The remainder of

this section will attempt to partially fill -ot this master:

matrix for the twenty, leading research untiersitiles. All of the

data_citeehere vill be" drawn from the statistical appendix.to.

this paper.

The competition for, academic prestige is an inherent featuri
,

of the university research role. It is rooted in the irocesses

.1yLvhich scientific recognition is continually alcteed and

4

Pik It, is thus only natural that this preoccupatiun'glves
. N.

(Berkley, Stanford, fla v
'art,

Tale, M.I.T., Priveton & Cbicago)

rise to periodic formal rankings, even though such an endeavor
-

inherently imperfvct and controversial. The ranh of any

university in the academic pecking order is really'an

abstraction; it is a somewhat artifici aggregation of the

'pyestige of'individual aepartments,'which are in turn ,

eggregatiOne of the 'prestige'of individual 'scholirs.

Neveythelesi, the existence of hierarchy is a reality that

affeets jbe behavior of individtiels'and institutions (Geiger,

forthcoming h). The recent Assessufnt,is as thorough and

judicious ah.exploratiopeof this,Elerirchy as "has yet been

undertSken (Webster, l-983>s Its findings, then,,have the virtue
tn.

k. .

of 'presenting in detailed snd,nuanced form what everyone knovs;

or thinks they know,ii4vay (Tible2)..

In theAmniting givensin Table 2, three Strata are diicernible

among these twenty universities.' At the top, .seven institutions

I
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are iiatingui*hed b not only an abundance of very strong
. ' . .

tepartmenta, but a so by the preience of aumeroOf
/

'excellent
. ,

,, .

. y

departments (those scoring 7e or more, two standard devistion, si

above the mean). CsItecti, as.armall and sivecisiized
/ .

_'
institution, clearly' belongs in thin:group as well by virtue of

haVing six departments of this caliber. the next seven

. Institutions constitute a second stratum hVpLA, MiChigan,

Wisconsin, COrumbia, Cornell, Illinois, nn)". They too have a

large number of strong departments, but without.very many rated

as excellent. Below this level the areas of academic strength,

become more spotty: A third stratum, would include more

institutions 'than our remaining five, but many of the= would be--

lioke.Texas, Washington and Minnesota--very large umiversities
. -

where highly rated departments were the exception rather than'the

rule. Thainterhesting question then %comes, how do these three.
.

.
.levels oIPf academic quality match tip with other institutional

r. .

.. 4
/.

charecteristics (See Geiger, forthcoming b.

Seven o the eight schools in t he top stratum are private.'

`Their-most salient common characteristic is the limited size of
.

their undergiaduste-colleges (Table 6). Rirvard is the largest"

of 'there dniveraities with more .than 15,000 students, yet only
s

abeut a third of them are undergraduates.: "As a result of
. .

deliberately reetrictimg tipir undergraduate intake, they have
S

become among the moseseective of universities. Median corobiied

SAT scores fax *itazing freshmen-lpproach.or exceed 1,300 at all

except Chicago (Tab". 4).":Serkalei, although an exceptional case
.

:

15...AratuLregards, alCo fits<thiskaodel by having the highest

gi
freshian.SATs among public un iversities, Clearly,.the

1
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(distinguished faculty of these. et,lite schools find teaching small

classes ofAlgh-ability, well-motivated undergratuates to be a.

congenial accompaniment to graduate instruction and research.

The uuiversitiet of `the `second stratum' are remarkably alike.

All are fairly large t nhatitutis containing numerous-
. .

.--
u-

. .

' compartments
.....

or nits. The four state universities here

., naturally have obligations to provide a variety of services.,

,

'Service roles are present in the twee priliite univessities as
4 ,

vell:. Columbia and Penn havt a special relationship to their
, o

respect tve metropolitan areal, which have traditionally been
er 4

their sources of voluntary support; and Cornell contains units of

s

The State University of New York. The any fine academic

departments found at these schools do not have the campus to
,

themselves. The research atm6sphere is consequently less

ralifieeat the multi-purpose institutions.
.

Below the second etrakum the-effecteof bigness and smallness
A

tend to diverge in atlordance with the differences already noted
%' between smalq regional research universities end large muelti-

universitie.s. The former tend to emulate the top stzitum .,
universities to 4be extent that their resources permit: The

latter are rather unselectve in adbitting undergraduates, Dave

large teaching burdens, and conduct much of their research'
: ,

outside of their -basic academic depirtmAnts. A comparison of

these state universities ,with the otheri in the higher strata

would seemt6 euggist an iverse,relationship"betweer-
.

incliosixeuess academic prestige, oilitbough. in thil and other-
.-

respects no single patternwill be valid foT.all tileniy_of these

)

' t .
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Every' to maintains' a-flagship university, but the portion
-- .I. .0-.

1,
of higbet-:edUistion res.ponsibilities that ,each one bears varies /

...
, ., .-.

. . .

'Considerably aci'ordLeg to circumitances. Pauicularly paportlut.: 4 O. 1 1.

are, I) the cristeice of warray of complemestatrinstitutions
. -

to absorb tba demand of less galified students; 2)%whether of

not it is a L'au'd-Gragt university cimatted -in pirt to the
f

. .

agricultural and mechanical arts; and 3) whether'oronot it if
.

4

located in -an drban center, anh thug obliged to serve pait-time;.

and irregtilar seudenti.

Minnesota has- concentrated more 'of. its higher Ouletion 1

of

burden on its flegship campus. thaniany other state. The

University of Minnesota. is ca4sequently the largest institution
. -

in the cowl song top research universities it has the .

.y

lowest, selectivity, lowest faculty salarres, and -the highest .

.
percentage of. part -time students. The Univeriity of Washington

.1

hits a similar 'Urban location, but is complemented by more

vocationally oriented Wash-ington Stale. /exas,loce ted in

state capiral, has timpi7 evolved as'a'large and inclusive

institut ion.

-411V

the

__-
Altdough- the state has-gi well developed higher

education system, UT-Austin has only been able to impose a

degrei of selectiv,t'ty. Wisconsin-M.(111ton is n a similar
.

P&P

.
. . - _ tsituation, and only slightly less massive; but it cla ma

. y 4 t r

,
coasiderablygreater acsdemtc distinction. In LOI the-Wivonsin-

.

Legis lature iimelgemeteil all.state universities into a single
- - ,

system, but this act o4 educational 'leveling 12as so far'fliled to
.

diminish Madison's eminence as research university.

altUnughs LandGrant university, is essentially 9-Asidential

'10

i.
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university and has a correspondingly high level of sele'ctivity.

-4rinilly, Michigan is suited by ciscumstaute to have a greater

academic orientation than those schools discussed. As the

soSt selective &tate univerrty after Berkeley, ,if serve's
. .e

. >

predominately a resident, fulltime, nonvocational Ady of
..,........

undergraduate students. Tbn..Cnlifotnin universities oIonrly
fr

.constitute a:Special case, but one that.seems,consiatent with
. .

this'pattern.
..

The est.sire and resource base OCCalifornis, together with
.-

the pract ce of centralised plabning, have allowed research to be

nurtured at the campuses of the Uni4ersity of California and have

also opermitced-tk unosual.degrie or specialisation. Berkeley has
:*7

been an obvious bineficiary ofk thke poliei.-as the necessary

steps ikve:consistaitlx been Aitken to maintain its preeminence

among Americtu universities. The selactivity of, its

undergradimies end,the average s*lariet of its ftofessOrt are

both the highest for pOblit research universities. UCLA had '

.

quite different chatacter.' It 4ould be regarded as the flaisbilp
4

i

university, of the Los Angeles *Lea, withiminor state universities
.

t
.

ip outlying Irvine and'Riversicte,-,And nearby Los Angeles State kook04.
0 . .

absorb many Issexribility'studints. Us et;11;;ITOnal mission .0

thus seeps to be quite comparable to other state flagship

)spiV.Srsities. 'UC San tie go iR at once the. youngest snl,fttst o
-

unosual'orpublic research universities. Created-de novo in tie

1960. with a large, specialized research base ii the Scripps.
.

Institution of OceaInography, it has anaged.to'develop a number

'Of strong academic deparfiresta. Still, thrs research institute

rr
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10
cum university preSents an incongruous combinatiol of elements:

a comfarativelittnieletctive undergraduate college, a small.
,

. .

graduate shoo 1, and a maisive.ipeolalipzed research arm almost

totally supported by fedei'al grants.

The- Yllprivate research universities under' conaideration are

far more di erse than their public counterparts. Nevertheless, a

few clusters of somewhat similar institutions are evident. If

they were to'be place# *Long a continuum itretchirm from

bomogeniity-to heterogeneity of function, some significant

differences betuein these institutions would beiome apparent
ab

(Geiger; forthcoming I)).

At one extreme, Caltech, 14IT and Johns, Hopkins could be
4

o

described ts -"research-intensive universities." Iri these schools

relatively small enrollWents, ha\f of which are graduate level,

arecombined with relatively Large research efforts', thereby

Rroducingithe highest concentrations of research in,relatibn to
-

teaching to be found Lathe United States (Table 1). ,All three

specialize in 'dig- Science fields of engineering" and physicale
sciee and Nopkins it a leader. in( medical research. Chicago

belongs in spirit with the research-Intensive universities,

although it has a rather different institutional profile. It has

on unusually sma% undergrtdupte college, anea'coriesponding

emphasis op graduate and professional education. Because it
.

. concentrates less on e high-411* physica1 sciences, its
,

research expenditures axe not particularly high. It Dual to

.Lave maintaIned a leading role in graduate'education with fewer

resources than its topstratum peers.,

) 4

I
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Rarvird, Yale and Princeton form a \natural cluster in most

peofle's minds. Bowe;er., the it close similaritiek in goals,'
4

>
student bodies oneeducstional cbsTacter pertain perdominanty to

.

the undergraditate collages. As research Universities, Harvard is

large with numerous profesSiOnalischools; Tale is medium-sized

with
:

y the piineipal pr;fessional scitools; and Princeton isonly

qulfa small without any-professional schools. Eacb nevertheless

stands atotg the national leaders in the selectivity of its

'undergraduate,college, in the prestige of its graduate school,

d in -the site of its- endowment. By these 'same criteria,

St = uford woulik-now seem to qualify for inclusion with this

venera=ble trio. In edutationsl structure Stanford is most

similar to Tale, Put with considerably bigber research

ezpenditure.'

The remaining three private- researcb universities are bigbly,

compartmentalized, multi-:purpose instiebtions, although for

ratber4different reasons. In the case of Cornell its original

status as ijand-Grant institutiol.baa led to the development

a state-suppoYted unit (Statutory. Colleges) with corresponding

implications of state service. leor Columbia and Penn, however,

their close involvement with their urban communities have led to
,* .

.--......j
the growth of several wervice roles, particularly in the

../
profosstonsl scboqls. Their multiple functions are nevertheless

evideil on the undergraduate level. .In contrast to the

indivisible colleges'of I -T -P, Columbia and Penurbave 5

undergraduate'unita and Cornell has 7.

Values

0

It is-relatively simple to specify tbe value system of the

13 ".
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resetrch universities, for it is identical with the values of the

academic disciplines. In fact, the ndtional or intevistiOhs1

disciplinary communities and the individual research'bniversities

are heavily dependent on one another. The disciplines,,through

theiformal and informal procisses of evaluation, assure that.

contributions' to the advancement of ,knowledge are validated, and

tbet recognition and rewards are allocatedto.scholers and

scientitts, The research universities; possessing as 'they do.the

most.valusile positions-and facilities for conducting research,

have the obligation of making these opportunities available to

the most capable investigators. In theory this would require

etesiplifying what Robert R. Merton called'"the normative
0 .

, structure of ici%nce" (Merton, 197 ). In practice it means
.

awsrdieg faculty positions in accordance with the reward.systes,

of, science and the judgements of disciplinary peers.

It was stated,at.the outset of this paper that acadetIC
S

values are by definition predominant on research university

campuses. Universiti1s where this' is not the ca1 se may, conduct

conside rable researcb, and may qualify as Major Doctoral
'

. Universities) but to call them research tinitersities would teid

to stretch the term. Researtk uwiversities bear an implicit

responsipiliq for upholding the norms of science. Indeed, in ,

4

3 this respect they.providi'-moral leadership far American higher

education as a whole: 'Other 4nstitutions lay slight these values

on occasion, but the research. universities may uo.t. The

loyalties of tbeir,faculty, the flow of research funds, and much

of their indispensible voluntary support depends upon their

4



fealty to this code. The predominance of academic voices, then,

is no idle preference: it is an institutional imperative

resul't'ing from some distinctive features o f our system oCigher

education.
7

A goc4 Aeal of authority in research universities,deOoles

upon academic departments. This 's where,the expertise 'rem -ides

for exercising academic judgements, et this is where academic

yalues.ore most strongly-felt. In large'messure research .

universities are - obliged to defer, to tbeir deportments in matters:,

ertaining to.personnel and subject matter if they wish to retain

4%tbeir most productive and prestigious faculty members. In this

oespect, the decentralized, competitive structure of Ameri!tan

0t..

" higher education, aril the comparatively high degree of mobility '

that this giverrise-to, have major effects upon the behavior of

march universities.{ If an institution wishes to be

competitive in ,the ongoing contest for academic-distinctiorc, it '

.must honor the values set bil.the.peak research universities. In

addition to this competition for prest*ge, research universities
.41 e

40.1.are also constrained by a more materialistic competition for

research funds. Almost all-the direct costs of research in

American universities come from elternal grantsi and a lsrg

-proportion of these.are awarded on the basis of peer.review.

' ACquiring th.e.basic resources for conducting research year after

A 4
year, then, also demands that universities retain the loyalties

of their,graat-winning faculty.

a

a
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lesoureet . 9 .40 4

*.^
Howard BoVen has formulated several niwis' to describe the

eeotonic incentives inO:behavior of co1144: ind universities:

.

In quest of excellence, presttge and
influence, there is virtually no 4mit'to,the
amount of money an instit,ntion,Could spendlor,..
seemingly fruitful educational end's. 4Thus,]
each institution raises all the money it
can...land] spends all it rAises4(Bowen,
19-20.

4

This maxim would fit the research univeTsities best of all.

iNkThey, in,_ ct, owe their special position aboveiall to their

money- xaising abilities.
- .

These twenty researcb universities. had ,expenditures in 1981-

82 that avenged $22,580 per-FTE student. By way of contrast,
.

the other 52 institutions that BCREMS classifies as Major
. *

Doetoral/Reseiret Universities had-per-student'expenditures

averaging $8,216 WeitEMS: 94ne of the distinguishing

featuresof the Leliting research universities'is that they get

and spenerelatively large amounts of money.

If direct expenditures for r esearch are removed from the
t

research university per - student average, there aiill'Amains

44,692 per-student of university spending. By way of
. -

comparison, student tuition in theprivaie universities varied

from $6- 8,000; and tuition'plun state appropriations is the
\

publicuniversities avekaird over $7.500 (1981 -82). If thesis

sums are,taken to represent student-derivedirevenues (since state

appropriations depetd partly upon student numbers), it becomes
).

clear the T they accounted for only about half of the non-research

expenditures of these research universities. 'Where does' the.

remailer come from? The sources would vary somewhat for each

16
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institution; boweiter, these resources play an especially ..'

- . w . .

. important role in supporting the research role.. /

'For,pritate research univexsities these extrreyenues come '
41

,

.

primarily from voluntary support, and iromeendowment

. income which' itself largely represents a return on past giving

(Table 3). These revenues are probably the best: single indicator
r

of the 'wealth' of these universities. The private Institutions
. .

. .

the top seratum are by.this measure also the wealthiest
% .

(excepting Chicago). The sources of voluntary support ten4 to

vary for each institution (Geiger, forthcoming c); although

'development,' as it is eupbemisticslly called, is so highly

refined at all of these institutions that, they count on

substsntial sums from every category of benefactor.'

Ylieverth'eless, a high propfrtion of alumni giving cortAlates wit')

a strong, reU identilll 'ruder aduate college; universities in
, .

,

major cities have traditionally
.

looked to rocal.chilanthropiste;

noted engineering scbdols have'tended to'encouragecorporate

contributiOns; sad, the large foundations have traditionally

sought4to bolster the private research universities genitally'

(GPA8, 1983). It might be noted that the medical. complexas of

these sc cols generate and.consume
.

enormous sums of volupary -

support. .

It if a ligaificant developmede lhat public universities have
.

,

substantially involuted their development efforts in recent

years. Among them,' the research universities have met with

considerAlle success. For 1982-83, six of the twenty leading

fund-raiAers were public universities - Minn., Wichlgen, Illinois,

17 .
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Texas A6M, UCLA and Vis.), not including the V100. million

. efforts of the California and Texas university systeme (ChLicle

ti 11;, 5/9/84).

While it is true that' not'all wealthy institutions have
qk-

1 '

chosen lobecome research universities, voluntary support his

been Iht indispensable comp4ent for those, that have chosen this

route. This,is fully evident in thi'historical evolution of

Amer,ican research uniyersities (Geigtr, forthcoming a). The
., .

reasons for this, in simplified form, are as follows. oluntary ..,

support bas'been the principal source of capita/. for private

universities, and a supplemental sourfefor public ones. Large-
t

amounts of capital' are needed'` ifor the infrastructure reiluireete

.01e

support extensive research. This capital is used for a wide
4

variety of purposes, from electing laboratories 401building
.

library collectio s to endowing professorships; buri remembering
*

Bowen(s law, the me of it the better in the ,pursuit of i

excellence in research and educatibli-

, It is ipportant to link this dynamic with the role of the --

4

federal governmentthe other priecipal rturce base for
. .

usiverbity research. The government plays 44art in furnjshing

4...- .

research capital,: The federiI role here was particularly .

. .
prominent in.the 1960s, and has cetainly declined since. The

. - rittas.--
. .

chief function of the federal government, however, has been tet

pay the directcosts of conducting university research (including
.

alpercentage supplem'ent for the immediate indirect, cbats). In

tb(4 late 1960s the percentage of university research supported by

federal funds reached 752; today it is closer to 662. These

funds naturally tend ttflow to the institutionrviththe most

18
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\
. . , .

. . .
. . :

,competent faculties and the moat comp lete facilitfis--,in other
' . - -1 4 ..

Irogds: to thole with accunulsted research Aipitgl., Thus, the
, )

: . .

,.
.4 4..twenty universities coveren:bere account for abOut tvo-fifthe of

, . ,

federglYy funded R&D (Geiger, fertbcomii, b) .

Zt0 would be erroneous:to cenclude,from this discussion fiat
,

money is the sole resource of importance to research

univetsities.
,

Rather, given the 41ses and traditions of these

institutionu,stheir.hu an an material capital,- it is dollars
/ .

. i .t

.
that drive tee gystem. Accordingly, financial _issues are a-

perennial' preoccupation of the research universities.
. .

The Current Environment

The research universities do -not share many of the concerns

..r of other American colleges and universities. Their enrolments

will not be affected by the ahrpiking of college-age cohorts. ,In

fact, most of these schools had more applicants this year than
.

ever before. Similarlye theduline in student aptitudes has had
0

a comparatively small impact on these selecti've institutions.

Their4 one common concern arises from the general financLai

squeeze in undergraduate education. The private research

-universitieaset the prici ceiling in Ameticanibigher education.

each year. Tbsy are torely trov.bled that the annual tuition

bikes tend to restrict their potential student pool on the basis
1

of income rather than ability. Higher tuition ayllso raises their
i
.

f
own costs for institutional student aid. 'Sustaining this

. .,

extremely costly form of-education is a financial juggling act. in
.

which somethiligis always -about to be lost. In practice,

0
compromises.are quietly made to reestablish control. Lately

19
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4

f

Wiese have' been more likely to favor toe, Development Office thad

the Off cei of Financial Aid. . .
.

. )
.,

k . -,r . - ,. ,

The top public reseafch univeraties happen to be found in
... .01r, .

.4

6
-'41rstates that 'have recently experienced ltsiderable ecoufWic

.-
.

* g %
...
. , ,

distress. Oakilorni4, despite the tax revolt.,ilprobably an

exception here, and the en'versitilOf Texas research.nTfort has
.

v .3.

been buOiBd by its oibl-fueled ndowment 4Scienie, 4122183). But

',:'the states of the.uppor Hidwent.everwe,hit ap4t -s'ev'erely by the
.

.

...,

-
th iesearch 'university weakened Ake cost, bpvtng experteaced a,.

.t . .4%
../- .'

., -...
.recent recension. Thektiniversity of Vaskington ma; be the

l .i , .4.

Pl 4
. ' .

remarkably 'strong

notable eBodus,of faculty. For echoers rike1Whipan the state
.

- . ''-..lh

,t, A
.

indigence -has prompted reorganizatl Wonal age, as some weaker

areas have been sacrifieain IdeT tepleseive academic strengths
,,

e .&.
.

,

.

(Science; 411.5/83)..
e.

.
.1.

r
. N..4.

Voluntary support for higher ed?ovaiplit in has is-on,

.11. . "ft e 4
in recent years-,-despite itteturbulence of the

1 44. 'I,

economy. From 1.975,o 1982 it%ac.tua llyk.increased,on a per-
0

student, infllion-s4iuste basis ChtentcLiApf 1rE.4 519184).
. 1 .

. .

4 GiVing to 4nstitutionW tt?A leaf tayeir:is chaTacterived by 4
. . 4.-....- I 4 , _. ... .

economists as "'mop"; however, itlOould afpewfmt1100061Intary
.: . . . i

support to research universities bell'kept pate with this grow th.
.

''''
,. .3. .

This con,ntitutes'a creditabSe achievement in:light a/the
,

- . ,

.. ..*
. 1.

AC ration of development efforts scrag American lazier
. ,. .0

ducatiim generallj. Alumni recain:e0B4sidgle largest Bounce of6

voluntary support, Tollowed tbaroatego'ryof " n-alsmni. o
.., t 3i . .. I.

t

''..w
.

individuals," which includi4 most majorphilatthropists. -The
...

ft- .

.

1

most "satientrecent trend bas eon an. ncyease in Inrporate 40
4. 4 . 4' a .

giving to higher education, while the rBlfAively static assets' of
.

. ,

20
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ti
foundptions have provided s dimiaiishing share of the total. The

buoyanc'y of volunta4 support shps'been a'bright apot"for higher,

education in geieral, and for the reseixell'universities in

particular. In the longer term, however, one can onlY,wohder'how
-

. .

muckfurther this pie can expind.

;We ongoing federal support for unOversity rePesech contains

an inherently polktical elemut that is hard predict. The '

current administra'fian had originally intended to make

significant cuts In this area, but their actual propoaali were

consideritly Congressional resistance (W.ilsou, 1983;

Geiger, forthcoming d).' SuddenlyJbout twelve moutha.ago
.

t(upprox. Spring 1983), an about-face occurred. Support for

uncveisity'research be'came fashionable among both Republicans and
.

Democrats. The Reagan Administration is nowboastini that
4.

k .

federal support 1r university R&D will inCiease-bV262 in real

terms during its tenure (Science, 4/6/84)? This, of course, is
. - .,.

good news fus the research universities t" it joss not been
.

sufficient-To raksetheir downcast spirits The consensus
*

years- ahead,

remains that university_research faceir-r4"midatiroblems in the

.o0The difficulties primarily concern the ecology of the
a

research system and the_ infrastructure that upporuniversity
.

research. 'On the irst poin, it is .now abundantly clear'that
4 ,

. .

the" circulation o acsdemisi pirtonnel on which they have long'
. . _ . .

% depended fisw,virtualli ground to a halt. Academic stars, to be
. ., . k

.

C.4 .'
sure, .101 in demand; but the normal process by which

graduate itudent's become assistant %professors and ascend the

21
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(academic ladder can no longer le counted upon. Academic

\immobility is generally bld foriscience, and it theatetis to

Compound- t,he impending crisis in graduate education% Fewer' top
0 .

_students have' been choosing graduate school in recent yearn;
P

fiWtncial bac or thoseAbat'Uo is inadequate; and,'
4

'prospects f hose seeking academic careers are dismal (National

Commission on dent Financial Assistatme, 1983). 'In economic

terms this wsy ap

overall.stainetion

to-be,an inevitable co equence 14 the:, ,-:

14
...

the higher education nduattx. However,

graduate edlication is a vital component of the totst operation of
#

,research universities. Worse Wti41, the nation."may be lowing a

generation of scientists and scholars.

More than a decade of consistent- pressure-on research

university finances has taken its toll on. the infrastructure that
,

' N '

underlies the research enterprise. In particular, those things
.

that bear indirectly onIresearcb and educitionAtave suffered
.

comparative neglect as universities have scrambled to meet,

mmediate need's. The research'universities themselves have taken

_ibe initiative to focus greatei attention on these neids.tbrough
)

a "Report from Fifteen University *Pres identin" (Research

Universities and the National Interest, 1978) and a .stidy.

commissioned by the AAU (ROsenzveig, 1982). Besides the problems
.

besetting gradsate education, both documents stressed the

following areas,

Facilities and instrumentation; university scientist.are
. .,-

/.., lycreasingli 'having to vork *itb tools that have fallen veil
/- .

4.-

behind the state of the art. Tbe scientific leadership of the

research universities seems to be imperiled by the scarcity of ,

22
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s
1 .I,

t
capital for these purposses (cf. Wall Street,JournalA 5/31/84).

N.

Dniversiti 'research. libraries: thiSemlabointories of the
1 .

humanities" are losing ground on two fronts: : they generally lack

'thus to acquire books and periodicals ow compreben's'ively as

they have. in'tlie past; ;nd,.capital is needed to adapt to the new
I 4

anformational ticbnologies that will incveasAngly shape the

future. it
International and Area Studies: perhaps the outstaiiding'examples

.

of subjects that 46 not ray for tKetawe Ives in_teims of student/
4

enrolments. Yet, these fields have considerable importance for

broadeting,intellectual contacts within the university and

cultivating precious-expertise for the nation. They babe

consequently been dedveloPed and sustained Iftrgelytbrough 40

. .

external funds. Now, tbese sotrees are limited and universities

are finding it difficult to wake tbqir own necessary contrintion

in order to sustain these efforts.

"Of the needs of theAtniversity there is, indeed, no end,
. ,

. .

lamented Harvard's Lawrence Love11 in 1920 (Geiger, forthcoming ,

. :

a). Curreptly, it wouldseem, the research universities are

faced with difficult choices ofer whiCh of their many needs they.
. ,

will be able to meet.
it

Nndertiaduate Education 1

At tbe nation's first research vniversiti, 4olmitiopkins,

physicist Henry A. Rowland was once saki!) what be intended to do
. .

with the students in his laboratory: "Do with, them? Do with

'them ? " be,replied with. some annoyance, shall neglect them t"

(Hawkins, 1960218). In the 106 years since, the stereotype his,

23
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prevailed that reseaich-university faculty tend lo neglect -

, A/
undergraduate

.

is
1

student" favor of pursuing theirown

/ .

.

investigations. ProbablIpaony academic.coulf ciPlie examples to
. . .. . .

,

alpport or contradict this view, but
4
as a generalization about I

.-
.

.

reavarch univervities it is on Ole whole misleading. The
,,

r
prigaal JAtifohns dopki,- ns founddthat it could not dispenne.with .

--- - -.

.

-,

.
I .

muderiratuate education, indreseareh nniversitiesthat have
. 4'

'`f-aced the issue since then hi6e reached the same conclusion
'.

N .
..,4

i
4Geig.er, Orthcoming, a). In faft, undergraduAtMeducation has' a

been and re'maine an important institutional pricrity .'

. / 1 ..
. if 4

For, stte, research universities there is no diffictaty
% . .. . t

iJeuifying the significance of undergraduates. Their mission of

`public bervice hasconventi2 ly'been deffao largely ill terms
....

of, undergraduate enroltents.-kAnd reasonyr ably so: they constitute.'
%' .

_

Se
N.
c44..!#1jele that is moat liky to come from, and remain in, the

state. For those _private universities that receive a dominant
. S.
portion Of voluntary support. from alumni, undergraduates tre n

4 .
,

...,.. . .

valued iall valuable resource. The loyalties that inspire this
.

.

,giving.lie almost exclusively with classmates and the
\

undergraduate cosilege4:4 Seven private research unidersitPase

(Columbia, Cornell, Bilvard; H.I.T., Prinetkon, Stanford and
-.

.

. : .

. Tale) consisChntlyveceive more than $16 millions per year from
,

their alumni; while Penn and Chicago fall Tsui short of that stark'
.

. t

(Table 5). Also, taillike gifts from other
.

sources, al4tui

contributions areslargery unrestricted in nature. T4ei are

consequently a pirticularly vitsfsource .6f revenue for this set

,of universities. .

.

- ,
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narentis. Clearly, what happens to undergraduateeducatipn at

-

From on-histo.rical perspective, the leadership of. the

research universities in ilidergradusite education is readily

apparent. A hiatory of innovations might be written just trim'
.

these institutions. It would have to mention tlA Tale'Report of

4

1828, the utiaitarion curficulum at Cornell, Rairvarevelective

systemr, high school certificates de4ised by Michigan, the first

summer schOol at Chicago, selective admissions as implemented at

Columbia, and the 19,45 Rarvard Reptirt on General Education. What

'Christopher JenA, and'-David Riesmin Ailed The Atademic

Revolution (1968) stands for tie pervasive influence of these.

institution's on American higher education in general 'after Norld

War II. Since that was written, the research universities have

pointed the way toward a liberalising of academic. requirements

and the torsi abandonment of the university's role of in loco,

4
research universities has importance for higher eduiatiop as a

!hole. .

-

Probably no akt of institutions can speak more confidently-
.

.

about,exce11enc %education than thes e twenty research

. universities. . The reasons shoild be evident without having to

recapitulate what Robert Birnbaum bas written in his background

paper on state collages about the different dimensions of

excillence. Quatiti is flatlet/11y judged by inputs (which can be

.
A,

1

SI

measu ed tobone extent) .rathat than outputs (which are far. more-
, .

difficult o

..-

gapgp). By 'such criteria the pop research.
. .

4
..

universities tdo welii indeed, since they by definition have a
.

. .

prestigious faculty; and because they attract a laige share, of

the natibn's brigbtest students. But, bow would they fare 'if. it

-
2S
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were possibllito isolate and measure'jusi their educational
,..;,..

effects? Well,
(
insofar as.bigh-ability students tend to profit

-.

it re than others from 'four Aar' of reading books and attending

classes, the research' universities would prqablyprove superior

byaii value-added criteria too. Other possibleineesures might
. . .

include career/development, or social and psychological .
.

,. .

maturation.' These nebulous categories, it might be noted,

transcend higher educition altogether; and even so, there is no

reason to thick that research universities, particul4rlythose

that carefully select their .students, 'Would not rate highly 'here

as well.
7

Although no =explicit' haitheen made to measuretbe

edpcatiotal effectivene ss of research universities per se, some

of Alexaider Astin's conclusions about selective institutions

'would be applicable. (Astin, 1977). Besfound that selective !

institutions bad generally positive effects. upon their students

both during and after their academic careers. Students shoved an

increased 'sense of self-kriticism and a strikingly high degree of

satisfactioti with their undergraduate experience. After
L

graduation the, were more likely to enrol in graduate school and,
.

the long term, ackieve high earnings. Apparently their

education qualified them for positions with good long -range

earnings poqntial. (Asti;, 1977, 229); or possibly they utilise

what they have learned to adapt well over time-.

Still, these 'selective institutions include.both research

'universities and top .liberal- Arts. colleges. It would be far more

difficult to compare unaigraduate education between these two

26 28 d
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...

categories. -David Rieeman feels thit the very top, liberal arts
. .. 4

'colleges "are probably better than the nnderiraduate divisions of

research univeraities:",apperently because their faculties have a

greater commitment to teaching (personal communication).. Others

. would tie the balancefowerd the research universities by virtue
.000'

of their centrally superior faculties. Probably mast could agree

that these two types embody somewhat iderent forms of .

excellAce, ana that one rr the other might be more appropriate,

for certain kinds of students. ,Nevertheless, the superiority of

the research Universities in the hard sciences would remain

unchalIenge'd. \\
....

What research universities aspire to achieve with their

undergraduates actalally transcends the realm of quantification

and standardized testing. The effort that goes into writing a

senior essay, for example; would be nnlikely to improve e

.studenes LSAT score. Similarly, the dental attributes, that

students would ideally assimilate from a resesrc vironment--
4

stop things at critical thinking, intellectual con idence,

sophistication and cxestiviky--cannot be reduced very well to

multiple choice answers. It would instead seem advisable 'to

proceed subjectively first identifying, the special featOrea of.

undergraduate ddutation at research universities, and then

6 exploring the issues to which these qualities give rise.

. The commitment to academi4 values,ra distinguished faculty,'

and the resources'to support research %re the distfiguiihing

characteristics, of reseaOlth nniversities,'imt t1ir effects on
AP

undergraduate education are difficult to pin down. ,The'value

system seems to create an atmosphere that influences most
.

. 27
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undergraduates. Partly this would be due to the intellectual

example set by'the faculty; partly also -to the effects of
. '

activeleers (although to point thigOout is

tautological). Perhaps less evident is the fact that
e

undergraduates at research universities are the adle

iifstitutional raison d'Stre, but rather form
1%

one component of a

large and complex .organism . They
f

coexist with numerous graduate
-

.

,

, students, a faculty that i! on campus most of the time, full-time
4

researchersoiand an ill-difined body of affiliated individuals.

A research university it not, like some..caupuses, a youth ghetto;

and the anti-intellectual attitudesthat sometimes Wive in such

1ppadolescent milieu accordingly have less appeal.
0 *.

The existence of this complex organism, and the extensive

resource bite that supports it produce an extraordinary range of

opportunities for students. Sooreat are the offeringsat most

research universitips that more than a modicum of intellectual
-

. .

' curiosity could be a positive detriment to class-'14r1r. Thus,
0

only a fraction of these opportunities can be realised by the

average undergraduate. This howe4er, is the.nature.of a

research university; a movable feast where the delicacies far

outstrip the appetites' of the guests. Wevertheless,,aampling '

some of these feting., and just hecoming avate:of the existence

of others, can in itself be an important component of a student's

education. In these kinds of opportunities research, universities

are unequaled. The research univeraies typically do sot
k

requite, or necessarily -promo e the involvement of their students

in these many activities, but rather *she them.avuilable on the

basis) individual choice.

do,

A
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:1uch the same coild be said aboutmlassroom instruction. I

general these schools hive odesestudent/teseher ratios. Small

classes and close involvement with thefaalty are tbus available

to students who are inclined to seek these things. The IlitUe0on.

is sfmilar-regardiag course offerings. The extensive range of

the mwricslus alloys students tient freedom to pursue their-
3

intellectual interests if they so choose.
IP

What has just been said requires a major qualification: the

character of undergraduate education at research universities

varies considerably according to the mix of students. Indeed,

this is probably the paramount factor. Each of these schools

recruits a substantial number of very high - ability students.

1 What varies is the number 44 the aptitudes of their classisteS.

The qesearch;intensive universities (Caltech, lopkins,

X.IT.) undoubtedly have the most Womogeneous siudeat bodies,

because their small classes are recruited almost solely on the

basis of academic abiIiti4s. The educatiOnal phi4osoptlies on

these campuses encourage raising these-gifted 'students-to the

<

level of advanced work as quickly as Ossible; Interestingly,

all three schools allow some -or all oft-the Freshman yiar to be
.

taken on a pass-fail basis-7recognitioni in effect, of the

priliMinary mature of such vork.. They also make it a regular

practicelor undergraduates to participate'in faculty research

projects. the peer culture at these .schools is obviously highly

intellectual. 4Foy gifted and motivated students committed tpl

scientific careers,,it is difficult to imagine a better :learning

environment or a more effeclive education. Sovever, there is no

slow lane on these fast tio..cl_ts.

1
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At Rireard, Princeton, Stanford and Tole a somewhat different

approach to undergraduate educition prevails. These schools long

ago committed ehemselves, not to choosing the brig4test-students

,according to grades or SATs, butito selecting a diversified class

fro, imons their many,qualified applicants. Exactly how each

school .dolls this is an institutional secret; although the general

rules are evident. The"poitt is that each membei of these

painstakingly constructed fileshmen classes has the oportunity for
(

one of the best Undergraduateeducations--in terms of faculty,

fadilities, peers and eivironmentthat this country has to

offer. The undoubted excellence Of these schools, however; is a

privilege available by its very nature to only a few.

)Public research universities.have a mandate io sake rheir,
4

resources available to a far more numerous clientele. "Me will

support your ambitions to be a weirld-class research university if

you will ..look after our bright children," is the way Martin Trow

has characterised the unwritten coipact between the State of

California and Berkeley (Trow, 1983).. BecaUse of the numbers
%4

involved, this clearly has a dilutive efofect. Thus, a world-
k

famous scholar is more likely to he encountered in the lecture

room than in a'seminar. The trade-oIf bele is that more students

will hear the professor, buct fewer wil;asae the opportunity for

close interaction. The lositive benefits of this approath'should

1

mot be deprecated by comparisons with'bighly selective private

institutions. These universities cater to many students Whb 'are

not Oita up to the demanding pace of elite institutions. Many

of these are sble students who undoubeidli learn far more than
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they would in a less rigorous environment. Thus, tbt advantages

of a research university are spread more.videly at these state

institutions. The role of volu ntirism, however, is especially

significant here. On large Campuses dominated by undergraduates,

a student often has to ex r greater effori in order to profit

from the opportunities t t a researcifuniversit makes

available.
4

The research university ambiance probably contributes to the

effectiveness of uhdergraduate education most markedly at the
o

selective public 41pitutions like Berkeley and Michigan. Fairly

good acodemieekills and a degree of intellectual curiosity are

the prerequisites fOr reaPing'the benefits fea t a research

university has to offer. At some point; it would seem, dilution

.

can gotoo far. The research university atmosphere can be

o;erebelmed by other elementi. Specifically, thesymbiotic

relationship between teaching and the intellectnal.pnrsuits of

the facultubegins td deteriorate where students lack sufficient
4

preparation anemotivation. Perhaps wgrse, the positive effects
.

of the peer culture can be lost entirely. These conditions tend

to alienate reaLercb-minded faculty. Note that the state

research universities in the third steatnm of prestige are also

those with the highest teaching burdens of lower division
1

students (Table 6).

The different mixes `of students that one'fiads in thej
research unive!i ies bas been stable for a generation, and is

unlik ly,to change in the near future. Each institution respnds

to tbe logic f situation. Perhaps from the standpo int

of the,socially optimal utilisation of resources the best private

31
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research universities are too good; that is they concentrate

their abundant benefit, on too few students. But, they,are in

competition with one another for excellence, and the rere4ied
.

standard to which they aspite precludes increasing their

undergraduate enrolments. State university systems, in gener4,

might ~benefit from greater - differentiation - -in particular, from

protecting the research milieu at flagship campuses. WOvever,
t

higher standards of admission on these campuses volOt in most
/

cases mean substitpting-put -of-state students for In-state on

and diminishing the site without diminishing the budget would

equally unthinkable. Thus. undergraduate education at relsearch

I

universities will likely continue to have two faces, each with
# 1

its own special attraction. P.`f

Caveats and Qualifications
4

With their many advantages compared to other colleges end -

.

universities, the research universities might produceAcreditsble

educational results without too great aw effort. Yet, they are

burdened by an extraordinary responsibility. They have the task

of educating s consideable portion of the nation's most gifted

youth. If for bo other reason, this challenge has prevented
.

4.10,1b.
P

research universities from being complaceit about undergraduate

educa4n.

A perennial issue., which has been -felt most acutely at tle,
.. -..ic

research universities, has been the tension between general
.

.

education and the imperatives of specialitetion. 'Auperstives'

,

is not an overly strong term in\llight of the rapid proliferation-
, a 1

of disciplinary knowledge, not to mention the growtb of hglred

'
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. lit,

and interdisciplinary fields. Yet., the desire has remained

ti

strong, to provide undergraduates with some acquaintance with all
\ g,

-' '

the major areas of human knowledge, and a common cultural

experience (Bell, 1966). ..The conflict continues today, as

indicated by the 'controversy surrounding the (.upleuentation of a
I

Core.Curriculum at Bavacd. General education, nevertheless, is

;probably weaker todi.a.tbanever. The problem is not the
....,..../ .

.

implacablf a4vince of keilviedge, but rattler some fiandamental

weaknesses in the concept- itself. The first of, these is tultiraj

relativity: what one gahetation decides are the verities oi 1 our

cultural heritage and the accoutrements of all educated' people,
/

0

rawly is stewed as such 'by the next generation. This 'can be
c . 0

4 .

empty demonstrated by mere'lyjevieving past definitious of.
.-,

general education (Bell, 1966). 'Second would be the current

absence of consensus over ,wlat the specific content of general

education ought LC ineludc.'11(Barvard took refuge 'here in "modes
. i

of reasoning. ") Third, theye seems to be no coupelliug evidence

that institutionalised general education (as opposed to airtuoe,
....

individual performances) can actually achieve the:cultural and

cognitive attainments that its proponents claim at justification.

; Most disciplinary faculty,. despite spasms of guilt -about

specialization, have little use lox general education courses.
f .

It is often alleged that this is because such courses disttact

.
.

them from their esearch, or because they ,involve too. much -0

preparation. If one does not wholeheartedly endorse the premises

of these courses, however,, teaching them can be intellectually'

dishon)esAt.. The more closely prescribed the course, the greater

/
the problem. It is also telling that the bettei students tend to

I
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'

desert the 'general education offetings because, they-fimd.greater
. . .., .

, .

stimulation in the disciplines (once'call.ed:4e Exeter syndrome
..

.

at Harvard). For these reasons, then, She undying imfulse to
,

, .

, - ..

ensure breadth ..ta, culture in.ludergraduatoeducation has'been
. *..4

transmuted in most research universitiWintg-distribution
1._

/.

reRuirementiNI The perifalations here lie limitless, but in
. ..

essence this solution'harionisesothe inter* s 4Lothe :

0

disciplinary faculty with the:consciences** the deault
,

Are teaching Land research-complementary activities?
00,

1.'do.
4 %

the time-demands of researck.and:She,dimeidion ocintillectual

energies inevitably occur,.at the espensu Of.orsooroom pedagOgy?
....' % .

. . ..

These fundamental questions have been *bated throughout the
.

. ,.
.

1....
. .

history of research universities. Proponents kin pf course 001
.. ...

be found, on both site*. Aftet all[for.every fleecy lowland one

can find an Ira Remsen-tdviemd's coolleagne in chemistry wemso

a dedicated and vell-liked-teaOhir. It moyitSheless seems to

$. if.
thitlhwriter that in the long run active schol4ri-at research bi

universities are likely to be the most - effective ebachers-for,

'academically compil-eq&atudents. ,Suiely what is taught should
°*

ultimately take preeedence,ove :the vs, in which it pis presented.
ti

Actor- involvement ip researchtitill the most feasible and
,

4, . .

-t
mast natural way tor a profesaot to Veep ibreeit of his Or her

. t
;

field, Furthermore,. this` is the surdst means of
. ,

sustaining intellectual enthusiasm towards ones subject over the

.
duration of a teaching career. / As a practice astter, reswArch

university faculty teach fewer

semesters over the years. They

4.

1/4
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Somewhat fresher in the classroom than faculty with unreliived

teaching burdens. Bt 1, the synergy of teaching and research
4

- cannot be taken for granted.

Recently; two well-iiiformed individuals indtpenden.tly

expressed their judgements 6 this wriierof the superior quality!

Of undergraduate education at Yale. The *reasons given were the

effectiveness of the Yale Colleges in uniting living and

learning, and the value placed upon teaching by the Tile faculty.

The first of these conditions would be impossible for most

schools to dupticate (al,thoughPrinceton and Penn are. attempting

to move in this direction); but the second would not. Yale

faculty are scrupulous about meeting their classes and

conscientious about their presentations. This tradition of

strong teaching is recognised and encouraged institutionally; and

Yale students, having beim' accustomed to good teaching, aria

demanding audience. On, research universit, campuses where

teaching does not have this type ofbacking, a kind of

entrepreneuiial spirit can potentially distract faculty from

theirobligations toward student's. It is not xesearchltself

that causes' problems; but rsther the accumulation of ilici'ssiv/e

obligations to disseminate, market or otherwise exploit one's

accoaplishments. A telling symptom of this syndrome would be

famous professors who are rarely on campus to teach. A worse

consequence. would be cqucles that are perfunctorily given, with

frequent cancellations, by jet-set professors.
.

Wayne C. Booth recently articulated a rather different

concern: he feared that the research mentality was often an

outright obstacle to facing up to the obligations of teaching

35
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0
undergraduate Booth, 1983). This situation may be

particularly acute in English Literature, vbere scholarship tends

toward the esoteric, and where the.disjunction/betveen the goals

) and the reality 9f-feeshman comp. can.be enormous. Booth doe;

not go so far as to endorse the position of sometesching purists

.who disdain scholarship entirely. Rather,,he calls for

scholarship tl;st could and would be utilized by teachers. -More

generally,,Booth/essentially yarns that the synergy can be lost

vbmn either teaching or research are overemphasised.

There has been widespread concern for more than a decade

about increased government involvement in higher education and

the decline in university autonomy that this has caused. These

issue; are of.special concern to research universities. because

.their. nature requites the constant exercise of critics!

judgement. The bureaucratic proceduts that tend to be imposed

by government are inbexently antithetical to suchjudgelents.

Since the impact of the autonomy qu stion on undergraduate
\,.

education is largely indirect, It sould.be sufficient simply to

liathese veil - publicised issues:"

--The Buckley Amendment giving, student access
4.0.

'to formerly confidential reference41, thereby
. .

short-Circuiting the communication of

evaluative judgements.
.

,-The application of *SUnshine Lave to some

state universities, thveremovini

)1confidentiality from delicate hiring

procedures.. .

36
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- - Increasing judicial involvement in personnel'

questions, especially those involviii

proAtion to tenure. Recently, a spate of

court cases have challenged university

.disciplieary prectices as well.

- -The still unsettled effecti of .

tie_iducation Amendments of 1972 on

intercollegiateathletics.

--Affirmative action reqeirementS.

--The ongoing battle over accountability for

federal funds.

One unintended consequence of the growth of government regulation-.

has been to stimulate long-term trend toward the enlaxgement of..
,

university administrations. A'Tile faculty 'report has ruefully

note1 that since 1970 the Arts and Sciences faculty there has

aeCreased by 72, while the number of administrators increased by

4'

In'light of the past leadership of research universities in
4

undergraduate-educstion, it 'would be interesting to chart tbe

/
present currents of cbange; thst.is, to illuminate thee rohlems

.

,
,

. ,

that the research universitiee themselves have identified and

acted upon. A.ny,conclusions tn.this area voild have to be highly

tentative; however, there does seem to be-an evident concern for

academic etrengthining.

Rarvari,:Princeton, Stanr4rd and Tale, as noted' above, *
. .

. 4

represent .tie crane de la crane invnlergrSdisate eduiation.- They

have not only been consistIntly eonceined about optimising the

educational experiences of-their student', but thele for unate

4
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'these fortunate institvtions possess the wherewithal to undertake

significant changes ;any they so phOose.4 These schools sort to
k.,.

1 -.,
if

be attempting, without i'rying to tut the \lock back,to;bvercome
i --.

A
some of the permissive andfissiparous-develOpme4ts of )be. late

--.

sixties and early seventies. At Harvard this has meant, nbOve

all, linstituting the Core Curriculum - -the latest and in many ways

the most reasonable pendulum swing toward general education.

.4" Tale recently reinstated the foreign language requirement;

however, bind that step liesq coisistent\e ffort to strengthen

-

4.

s, tbese.scbools, in contrast to .tbe tide of vocatispnelism that has

academic standards by reducing grade and credit-bour inflation,
/

. -.. .

taming a tsrd stand againsi t plagiarism, and promoting writing

ski'lls. Both Princeton and Stanford have 'feted to enhance'th
. N..._....... ,

ipectucariK):al potential o identiill life in-the hope of .

. -

4

reintetrating tb ndergraduate college.

Do these isolated steps constitute a trend of significance

for AmetIpair higher education? It7-1.notevorthy that they seem

to Ive placing greater demands upon their students in curricular

coverage, in claisroom performance and as'aembers of an academic'
. . .

community. They ibus, re running counter to the consumerism that,

has plagued many colleges so nniverilties'as a result of tbe cit

,

heightened competition for enrolments (Riesian, 1982). It also
\

might be noted that ocadelomy majors' are,generally thriving-at

engulfed, large sections of American higher education (Geiger,

1980.). te.rheps these dispatities.mean'somethtng.
,

American bigger education today is poised. On'the edge of a

dramatic demographic reversal. For more than a decadO. large. .4e

.

.
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college-age cohores expended FTEs. Tbie fat years for colleges
.

.

.

bu4 universities, however? were left ones /or a large portion' of

their graduates, who exited into choked reboroaarkets. Studebts

ltstinctively responded to these conditions` by discounting their
. .

educational investments, .and their lack ca commitment bald at
..t1 .

gnerally- deleterious effect upon educational standards (Geiger,
-

1980b). The'transition to smaller college-age' cohorts has the
'oav

potential for reversing this relat*onihip.' IA healthy market for

college graduates could.enhance the paY-off for quality in higher.

.

autat.ion. In fact; the demand for places at the best

universitils is already st its'high-ept levels ever. 'Thus, it is

not entirely far fetched to conceive of.a second Academic
.

Revolution within the coming de cade. Like the last, this 'mild.

.
I w

be.led by the major research universities; but unlike the'Last,

c

the emphasis might be en instering excellence in undergraduate
.0. -----

education. There ha's been considetable realignment throughout
. .

American higher ediiation in the 'past decade: it my.4 be time for

44

the "academic procession" to begin msrcbing once again (Rieegan,
.

1956).
r

IA.
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Table 1: Selected R 6 D Expenditures for 20.11esearch Universities, FY 1980. 0000,000)

M.I.T.

Wisconsin
UC San Diego

Minnesota

Stanford
Washington
Michigan
Cornell ,"
Columbia

Harvard
Venn
gerkeley
;UCLA

Illinois
Johns Hopkina'
Texaa

Yale
Chicago

Caltech
Princeton

A

National
Total Rank

R 6 D Order

D

Federal-,

R 6 1 )

Federal- for

R 6 D Medicine B-C

163.6
138.2

124.8

1

2

3

.138.4

89.4

111

119.1 4 68.5
113.1. 5' 102.6
111.9 6 -93.1
111.3 7 75.6
1.07.6 8 70.6
101.4 9 83,7
100.9 10 76.4
94.2 11 70.6
90.4 13 64.1
88.9' 13 70.4
88.3 14 52.8
83.2 15 72.8
78.6 16 4,8.7

71.4 22 63.6
58.4 30 50.1
43.3 39 38.3
27.8 69 20.9

E

Relative Cenetal 6 Ed.

Rank
Order

1.6

25.1

26.3

33:9

40.7
36.8

136.8
64.3
84.7

34.6
61.9
56.3,

3

2

19

4

6

121 54.6 8'
19.1 51.5 9

36.1 47.6 13

20.5 55.9 7

21.4 49.2 11

/

6.3
23.5

57.8

46.9
5

14

2 50.3. 10

35.1 37.7 16

neg. 48.7 12

28.3 35.3 17

15.4 34.7 uf
neg. 38.3 15

neg. 20.9 21

Source: Academic Science, FY 1980, tNSF, 1982). '

A

6

46

48

.

Expenditures
1979-80 .

.2 11.6.D

(AlE x 100)

268.3 61

352.9 \ 39.2,
285.8 43.7

437.9 27.2
318.4 35.5
329.5 34

400.1 27.8
. 299.7 35.9

302.2 33.4

E426.3 23.7

395.2 23:8
310.5 29.1
541.4 16.4

E318.2 26.2
205.4 40.5
235.8 33.3

224.8 31.8
291.1 20.1

76.3 56.7

98.1 28.3

1
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Table 2: faculty. Quality Ratings $

:

National
Phys.

Rapk Sc..,

Order Itstliutiof Rath RuM. £m/.

1 "f. Berkeley 6' 9 4 4

2 Stauford ,

*
.'6 4 4 4

3 Barnard 5 5 4

3 Yale 6 7 6

..----
.

S X-.I.T

t lc
, 6 P.r it c atop

5

5

2

7

4

4

3

.,

7 ,Chicago 5 4 4

8 UCLA. .

,

5
.

5 2 6

8 Michigan 2 6 3 4
,

8 Viscousia 5- , 3 2 5

11' Columbia 5. 6 4

11. Corned 6 6 3 4

, 13 Miscast 2 4 4

14 Pent
6

2 5 1 k 3

15 Caltech 4 4 1

16 Miuuespta 3 2 2

16. Texas 3 3 3 2

20 VashiDgtoD 2 . 1 5 .

VC Stu Diego 2 2 .. 3-

30 Johns Hopkins 1 1 ' , 1

SOURCE; Adapted from Webster, 1983.

47.

4

Pro Pro
grams grams
Raried Rated

Soc. 60 or -70'or TOTAL
Sci..Righer 8ighef SOORE

7.. 30

6 .24

6 20

6`. 25

3 17
s

S 21

7 20

6 24

6 21

6 21

6 21

3 22

3 17

5 1,6

. 9

4 , 11

I 13

2 10'

1 8 , 8

. 2 . 5 .. 5 '

15

10

12

45

34'
l

32

.7 32 .'"

.

12 29'
I

7 28
. .

7 27
1

14
&.

3 24

3 24

2 23

1 23

2 IV

1 27

6 15-
. .

3 13:

13

10
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Table 4: Selected.Characteristics, 20 Research Universities, 1979-80.

A

Average
Salary
Professor
1981-82

C,ltecb $45,700

things° 42,700

Corusbia 42,100

"Cosnell 39,700

Harvard 48,500

Johns Ropkint 43,100

K.1 :T. 43,500

Penn 42,900

Pr Lisette, 42,0y

Stanford '46,000

Tale 44,800

Berkeley 42,800

UCLA 41,800

3 C D .
lion-,Be sesrch

Undergraduate Per Student
Selectivity: Vol. Support

Z Graduate & Verbal & Stith ID-G)
Professional 'SAT Medians Tabre 4 4,

i

DC Sae Dieso 40,700 le 1,090
4.......

1 nisei* 38,600 22 1,120!

Ificbign 39,800 37 1,130

52 1,400

.68 /. 1,257'

62 1, 265!

30 1,236

5,8 1,300+! ,

6i 1,296

48 1,355

51-Th 1,.290

24 1,310

44

46

31

33

o
1,290

1,360,

1,240!

1,040!

Minnesota 33,400
.

23 980E

Texas 0' 38,700 22 1,050 .

Washington, 37,800. 26 1,670

Wisconsin 35,300 28 1,0002

Source: 701 Enroll:tents in Bieber td_uestion. 1979, (0CIS, 1982)
Academe, 68,4 (July, 1982g.

E Estimated

1

$8,836

4,123

3,163

1,507

6,.250

3,956

4,536

1,596

' 6,313

Aii01

6,023

3606

477!

6126

353

663 0

31

350

333

r 48.

* .


